Abstract
Love, Peace and Rock 'n' Roll on Gorky Street
to other systems of 'emotional style'. 9 He relies heavily on the work of Monique Scheer, who theorised the different components of practising emotions. For Scheer, emotions are not external entities, but exist because people mobilize, name and communicate emotions, thus creating a subjective practice that connects their interior world with their exterior environment. Emotions hence depend in their meaning on the people who practise them rather than constituting an objective 'outside'. 10 Gammerl incorporates Scheer's insights into his theoretical framework, but develops it further to give room for the application of concepts such as emotionally loaded spaces, the qualifying character of certain settings, the meaning of accompanying attributes, ritual, historical context, etc. For him the practice of emotions is dependent on a myriad factors, all of which work together to construct a certain 'emotional style '. 11 Most interestingly from the point of view of a historian of alternative cultures, he conceptualises 'emotional style' as a form of 'culture', highlighting thus the parallels between alternative 'emotional styles' and subcultural practices, both of which interact on a variety of levels with a dominant system, simultaneously negating, aping, challenging and manipulating it.
This article is at the crossroads of three themes: the history of emotions, the analysis of late socialism and the reconstruction and examination of the world of the Soviet hippie community. 12 It will explore how Soviet hippies chose to express and identify themselves via a rhetoric of privileging emotional experiences over other markers of selfhood. It will demonstrate how the backbones of hippie culture -music, dress and habitat -were linked to an idea of supremacy of emotions over thought. In the process it will highlight the intense entanglement and mutual fertilisation between the hippies' championing of emotions, the practices that both inspired and expressed these emotions, and the linguistic, spatial and artistic accessories created and fashioned precisely to express and elicit the emotions prized by the hippies. The 'emotional style' of the Soviet hippies was thus formed by bouncing off, challenging, adopting and borrowing from the dominant, official 'emotional style' of late socialism, defining itself against it, yet also unable to shake off its omnipresent influence. It did not exist outside their general habitat of late socialism, but reflected messages created by the Soviet 'authoritative discourse' or, to use the terms coined by Dick Hebdidge for his deliberations on subculture, their 'parent culture'. 13 Hippie 'emotional practices' constantly interacted with and responded to the pressures of the very world they wanted to escape. Their newly (and subversively) constructed 'emotional spaces' were shared, bordered and invaded by the hegemonic space that was the late Soviet Union, creating hybrid new sites of emotion. They borrowed and manipulated emotional vocabulary and practices that existed in the wider world and made them their own. In the process Soviet hippies radically challenged the dominant 'emotional regime'. Soviet hippies altered Soviet conventions regulating emotional experience. They refused to fill all their emotions with ulterior purpose. They emphasised aspects of practising emotions that violated Soviet good manners. They used the rhetoric of emotionally felt difference to create a separate physical and ideological identity.
As such hippie 'emotional style' is reminiscent of the late socialist worlds described by Alexei Yurchak in his Everything Was Forever Until It Was No More. Yurchak labels the forms of 'real', 'lived' socialism created by the alienated members of the last Soviet generation as 'vnye' or 'deterritorialised' from the official discourse. The emptied, formalistic nature of the official discourse allows its purely performative practice, leaving room for filling it with new content and meaning.
14 Similarly, one could argue that the official 'emotional style' of the late Soviet Union was considered so empty of true meaning that the hippies could use its practices, rituals and spaces to create a new 'style'. Yet, while Yurchak is adamant that the new hybrid discourse of his subjects (some of whom were indeed close or at least sympathetic to the hippie movement) is not in opposition to the official discourse, this article will argue that hippie 'emotional style' became more than a 'deterritorialised' milieu. Rather its very celebration of the 'vagueness' and 'non-directiveness' of emotions (and hence the celebration of the very essence of emotions) broke new ground in relation to prevailing Soviet norms. Soviet hippies readily welcomed the homologue array of hippie attributes such as ecstatic consumption of music, colourful dress, eccentric living arrangements, experimental drug usage and so on, searching for a certain 'feel' of life. In the process they challenged both the word-centric nature of public culture as well as the Soviet norms on 'how', 'when' and 'why' to feel. 15 The expansion of hippie style into ever more areas of daily life, the creation of more and more spaces linked and filled with emotional practices and the adoption of this style -at least partially -by a larger and larger segment of the young population meant that hippie 'emotional style' was soon considered a form of opposition and even protest by hippies and authorities alike. And one that was not without larger consequences. As Jan Plamper has noted, one of the big questions for the history of emotions is to explain the causality of change in emotional regimes. 16 The role of subaltern, nonhegemonic 'emotional styles' is crucial to this kind of deliberation, as is the question of agency within a structural framework. A closer look at how a non-conformist group in a society that discouraged pluralism constructed a separate 'emotional style', will illuminate some of the mechanisms that cause change -not least, because in the long run the 'emotional style' of the hippies out-manoeuvred and outlasted that of its Soviet parent community.
The Soviet hippie community is an almost completely blank spot on the map of Soviet history -despite the fact that it existed for roughly two decades, included several thousand people and left a rich legacy in terms of music, art and life-style. 17 It came into existence in several places simultaneously around 1967/68, most notably in Moscow and larger cities in the Baltic States. They emerged partly from the so-called Beatlomany (Beatles fans), partly from beatnik-style youths and partly they were made up of privileged youngsters, who had access to information from the West. They studied the pictures and descriptions that were at their disposal -including a number in the Soviet press -and strove to imitate what they knew of the hippies in London, New York and San Francisco. While initially largely left alone by the authorities, from 1971 onwards the Soviet regime used a variety of strategies to eliminate the phenomenon, yet without ever using full force. Hippies found themselves expelled from workplaces and educational institutions. They were frequently 'arrested' by Komsomol patrols and in severe cases they found themselves forcibly committed to psychiatric hospitals, where they were treated for 'schizophrenia'. Many less committed hippies left the active circuit. Those who were willing to drop out from Soviet society -meaning to live without a fixed place of work, risking arrest and forced psychiatric treatment and travelling extensively along established hippie routes -founded the sistema -an all-Union wide network of hippies and other 16 non-conformists, who had their own rituals, meetings places and economic survival system. The Soviet hippie movement survived a number of periods of increased repression -most notably during the Moscow Olympics -and was still going strong by the time the Soviet Union collapsed. They did not fare well economically in the years after socialism. Their sistema and movement was almost forgotten until social media gave them new ways to connect and new forums to commemorate their history. Most of my sources for this article are drawn from interviews I conducted, along with a smattering of memoirs and official documents. 18 These are excellent sources for writing the history of emotions, since respondents usually not only speak about their emotions, but often express emotions in the process of remembering. However, as Jan Plamper has pointed out, it is here that potential pitfalls lurk, since such direct reference can lead to taking the described emotions unquestionably at face value or forgetting the significant chronological gap that has usually passed between the experience of emotion and its memory. 19 Just like any other source emotional statements require interpretation and personal judgment. I have analysed the answers of interviewees both with the view of putting their testimony about emotions into proper, contemporary context, for example the wider implications of a particular term of emotional expression at a certain time at a certain place among certain people, and with regard to evaluating their words in the light of their experiences since the event they recount. Someone who emigrated from Russia in the 1970s to Israel or America employs a different vocabulary and normative system from someone who remained in the country and lived through Perestroika and the upheaval of the 1990s. However, many emotions important to the Soviet hippie movement are bound up with a certain vocabulary specific to time and place and often only used by former hippies when recounting these times. The very language hence provides additional clues to how emotional practices depended on and interacted with their contemporary habitus, thus once again underlining the invaluable information that can be gained from the spoken word. The interviews are used both as a corpus of sources with emphasis on identifying trends, repetition of key terms and ideas and common parlance and as individual texts which are read beyond their literal meaning.
All you need is love
The very essence of the hippie creed stresses the emotion of love as the axis around which all life should revolve. Each hippie community had its own understanding of what 'love' should mean. In the West the idea of love as an antithesis to war -and hence coupled with peace -was central to the ideological foundations of 18 Contact with my correspondents was by a mixture of following the established hippie networks and extensive searching on the internet. Much effort has been made to interview hippies both from the big cities as well as the provinces, men as well as women and people of different networks. I have concentrated mainly on hippies active in the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s. All interviews were conducted as loosely structured life interviews, which asked questions pertaining both to life before and after a correspondents' time as a hippie. 19 Plamper, Gefühle, 49, 342. the movement. Behind the Iron Curtain there was more nominal lip service to the anti-war aspect of 'love' -certainly people did protest against Vietnam and later events in Latin America, but it smacked too much of official propaganda ever to serve as a viable vehicle of Soviet hippie identity. 20 For Soviet hippies 'love' was considered the opposite to 'normal' Soviet interpersonal relations. The propagation and practising of true, pure, uncalculated love became the distinguishing factor of the hippie community. 'Love' meant stepping out of the career mill of late socialism, which required bending one's mind and speech to suit the official party-political requirements. It meant living in a way that was uncompromisingly different in a society that was seen as compromising and compromised. It was the term the hippies had chosen to rally their 'emotional community' and it was the emotion under whose umbrella they found shelter and purpose. The banner of love and peace (which were used together so frequently as to become almost indistinguishable in the hippie mind), while vague, created a sense of unity and, as will be shown, a homology of self-defining practices.
Love was both reassuringly spiritual and comfortably vague. Vladimir Soldatov's testimony demonstrates how embracing love alleviated the burden of battling with complex questions of identity for the Soviet hippies, while at the same time still fulfilling the Soviet ideal of serving a higher purpose: 'You understand, if love explains everything, then everything is explained easily.'
21 Such a view is in striking contrast to the usual method of Soviet analysis. Soviet self-portrayal consisted of endless autobiographical facts. The Soviet hippies choose to dispense with all personal information in favour of a community of 'love'. Often they did not even know each other's first let alone last names. They knew each other 'by love'. Hippies often contrast the feeling they had for each other with the greyness and immorality of the Soviet world. The young Aleksandr Dvorkin, now the Orthodox church's official representative on questions of sects and sectarianism, described his youthful attraction to the hippies: 'This small group of people seemed to me -and not only to me -like some semi-godly order -a brotherhood of love and freedom in the midst of a dying communist ideology, dullness and culture of informing.' 22 Tatiana Ivanov observed her hippie brother's path with interest, but sceptical distance, and describes how this credo of love was indeed very seductive, not only in words but also in practice:
In the beginning I, of course, liked this creative atmosphere, when you enter a different life -when we met at other people's -everybody is a brother to you. Everybody treats you like a king. Like a relative -that is understood. But even more -like a king. They put you the whole time on a pedestal . . . with this admiration, this warmth. I love you, as you are . . . They warmed each other with their love. 23 20 The Soviet hippies even organised an anti-Vietnam demonstration in 1971, which got crushed by the authorities. However, in general these topics were occupied by the official press and hence not very attractive to the hippies. Later Afghanistan became a bit more of a focal point, but anti-war issues were never as central to the Soviet hippies as they were to their Western peers. 21 One cannot help but consider this in context with the previous generation -the children of the Thaw -who felt the need to find a definition for themselves and their environment through debate and discussion. The young Thaw generation's protest was searching, reformist and discursive. 24 It wanted to find definite answers, often within the socialist framework that had socialised them. As one contemporary put it, it was very earnest:
Nobody worked or ate, we talked and talked, smoked and smoked, to the point of passing out. What had happened to our country? How had we allowed it to happen? Would the new cult of sincerity change us? 25 The hippie movement, at least partially, grew out of this time of intensive discussing and searching for a more viable Soviet future. Its rejection of direct political involvement in favour of practising love in all its forms was not an antithesis but rather a variant of the 'cult of sincerity'. The hippies too searched for a better future. Yet rather than their words, they wanted their emotions to be sincere.
Indeed many early hippies came of age at the tail end of the reform years and many hippie careers started in the cafes and meeting spots of the Soviet beatnik generation.
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Smoke-filled discussions were still very much at the centre of hippie life, as was the idea that they had to make sense of themselves, the world around them and their place in it. Yet, they felt that their new way of life had taken them on a different path to the one trodden by either their elder peers or their parents. Boris Grebenshikov was among the Leningrad youth who discovered first the Beatles and then the ideals of the Western hippies in the late 1960s. He put both of his discoveries to creative use, founding the Leningrad rock group Aquarium, and eventually becoming the idol and voice of a whole generation of people living on the edge of Soviet societythe legendary 'generation of yard and store workers': 27 When I was a child, about ten years old, I looked at my parents and their friends with admiration: they were strong, beautiful and intelligent people. But, just a few years later, I suddenly began to see . . . that they were not getting any happier, and even more so, they were ever tormented by never-ending doubts . . . I understood that I wanted something different, that I was born for something completely different . . . I knew with absolute certainty that there was something different out there . . . and when I heard rock' n' roll in general and the Beatles in particular, I knew that help had arrived -a different existence, which defined exactly what I felt [italic added]. His Moscow contemporary Sasha Lipnitskii also chose to describe his generation's new world of rock and hippiedom and its concomitant dedication to love in terms of binaries of rational politics and abstract emotions. He juxtaposes political engagement with an aesthetic, spiritual lifestyle -and hence implicitly rational debate with vague feelings.
I, for example, was more socially active, more interested in politics -I talked, for example, about my reaction to the invasion of Czechoslovakia. But the majority were interested in the hippies only as a lifestyle -see, how beautiful! I want to say beautiful in the spiritual sense. Make love, not war. Flower-power, clothes, desire not to live like one's parents . . . That was all not so easy. 29 The distinction between these two different modes of life -beauty versus politicswas hardly as absolute as either Grebenshikov or Lipnitski portray it. In a world that was shaped by the Bolshevik project with its demand for a total transformation of society, nobody -least of all people who professed to shun politics -could be apolitical. The hippie re-definition of the emotion of love as a forgiving, tolerant, individual and absolute force -and consequently the redefinition of societal and human relations -put the Soviet hippies into the position of a Davidesque challenger to the established order: small, but aiming at the very essence of the Soviet behemoth, precisely because Soviet ideology also believed in community and equality. Indeed, it soon became clear that the hippies did not only redefine for themselves the understanding of love and its societal significance. They soon were busy building up a whole universe of emotional practices and markers, which also partly imitated, partly challenged, yet ultimately subverted the dominant emotional style.
Feel the music
The rock soundtrack that accompanied, shaped and was created by the hippie community gave rise to a plethora of emotional experiences in sites and settings that created and reflected these emotions. It fostered emotionally charged rituals and practices, which in turn fed back into the mysticism that surrounded the experience of rock music. In short, rock music was essential to creating and developing the hippies' emotional style.
In one of the rare documents -titled Canon -issued by the Soviet hippie community itself, the Moscow hippies Guru and Sergei Shutov tried to capture the all-encompassing role of rock music in creating hippie self-identity and life-style. Rock for them transcended music. It was a set of emotional associations:
Rock is not an art form . . . We have not found it. It found us. Rock is born of the ritual emission of the urban biomass, panic and pleasure (kaif), love and aggression. Rock is the non-existing language of the chief. The hippie himself . . . a word. His world . . . a citation of this language. 30 For Guru and his fellow hippies listening to (and making) music was not merely an activity. It was an emotional experience that united them and made them what they were. They felt in its power, but also devised means to create and enhance its power. The Canon continues with a list of places, practices and instances that exemplify the emotional power of rock:
Cool clothes embroidered with hallucinatory plants and insects. Surrealist frescos and collages in underground apartments. Fragments of film without beginning or end . . . Psychedelic paintings in notebooks and exhibitions. Peace signs, painted in doorways, telephone boxes and lifts. All kinds of jewellery, amulets and talismans. Anonymous flyers handed from hand to hand. Legends and tales, disseminated orally . . . The wonderful slang of the urban underground. The tiring hitch-hiking from Moscow to Peter via Tashkent . . . Long meditations high in the mountains and in deserted metro stations. 31 Translated into academic terms Guru was outlining the idea of emotional style, a sense that the hippie attachment to their music was more than just an emotion. It was part of a universe, which consisted of the interaction and linking of various emotionally charged practices, sites and actors, weaving a dense net of experience, which privileged and sponsored a certain 'feel'.
The explosive arrival of Western rock and pop on the Soviet scene from the mid 1960s onwards radically changed Soviet youth culture. The new music that came from the West was powerful, not despite the fact that it was in a language, foreign and largely incomprehensible to most, but because of it. Often young people only understood fragments of the songs they loved, but these fragments assumed the function of shorthand descriptions that stood for whole sentiments of life. The Beatles were almost on every one's lips, but some favoured the more raw and aggressive expression of the Rolling Stones. 32 No matter what they chose, however, music was designed to evoke and create a certain personal mood, a sense of independence and difference. Feeling music became a celebrated emotional experience that could be done alone, but was more often enjoyed collectively, engendering not only pleasure in the music, a sense of togetherness with fellow listeners and bodily responses of, for instance, relaxation or energisation, but also the emergence of new, different norms of how to respond to these emotional experiences. While the youth of the Thaw era still had to tie its emotional experience to something as tangible, intellectual and concrete as a poem or a bard song (and hence to something that was accepted by Soviet norms as spiritually worthy), hippies and other lovers of Western music were much more prepared to accept their emotional experiences as primordial, less reflected and evoking sensuality without rational purpose. Il ia Smirnov, who in the 1990s was one of the first Russian authors to chronicle the history of Russian rock, emphasised the fact that the rise of the English language cover song in the late 1960s and early 1970s stood in stark contrast, if not in opposition, to the wordiness of the preceding decade: 'What the quality of texts was concerned, the audience paid as little attention to that as to the disappearance of the rattling of a movie projector. Music -that was a ritual, a conversation. This was the social and aesthetic essence of 31 Baske, the singer of the wildly popular cover band Rubinovaia Ataka or Rubiny (who by his own account would rather be dead than sing in Russian), recalls how singing in English was so important, that they phonetically wrote down the texts they heard on the radio or on records without much knowledge of the language.
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He is echoed by Andrei Makarevich, lead singer of the band Mashina Vremeni, who hand-made a special Beatles songbook, with texts as he had heard and understood them from the radio and circulating tapes.
35 Rick Pogossian sang the Beatles 'We can work it out', thinking it was a song about work. For all them what mattered most was the sound of their texts not their content. 36 In other words, young people valued the poetic function of the English texts, rather than their content. Alexei Yurchak has described how ironically the same was true for the 'hypernormalised' texts of the authoritative discourse, which were understood by late Soviet people as impressive performances but made little literal sense. 37 Yet, while official texts were understood to be hollow and hence resonated only as poetics, the non-comprehension of the English song texts promised rather than disappointed. Behind the unknown words young rock fans suspected deep meaning. At the very least, English was the language of the unknown world on the other side of the Iron Curtain. Iurii Fokin, a drummer with various Moscow bands including Stas Namin's 'Tsveti', described the English language songs of the time as instilling a 'sense of freedom'. 38 In many ways the English language 'named' the emotional practice of listening to the music. It became a cypher for a certain feeling that was inextricably bound up with the English sound. Russian, in contrast, was the tool of the system, parents and the past. Singing in and listening to English was literally an escape away from a language that seemed used and spent -and was only too familiar and comprehensible -into a world that was new and undefined and therefore open to being loaded with emotional meaning. William Brui remembers how he first tuned his radio to an English station: 'I understood nothing -and yet it seemed to me that the language was my own. between hippie identity and practices of emotion. 40 ) Brui's musical experience evoked an emotion that had to find expression in a wider field, which could homologically complete the feeling this new style of music had elicited. In Brui's words: 'This sort of happened instinctively. Through radio. Through music. Music carries a huge amount of information. It carries a "feeling" of information (chustvo informatsii).'
41 Excerpts from Western songs -especially Beatles songs -soon became guiding life slogans for hippie youth. The knishka, a little pocket book carried around by many hippies, in which ad hoc drawings and thoughts were scribbled down, usually contained a great many of these quotes in either English or in rudimentary translation, designed to serve as reminders of the emotion they had engendered when heard in their musical context. 42 This contextualising and enhancing of the musical experience extended into multiple directions, involving art as well as ritual, space as well as actions. The feel of music was to be reflected on the pages of the hippie notebook as well as in their surroundings. The hippie (or at least semi-hippie) commune Yellow Submarine in Leningrad aimed to capture the momentary emotions experienced when listening to the Beatles by decorating their kitchen in flaming red strawberries on yellow, alluding to a song in their namesake album Yellow Submarine. In addition they hung self-made posters on the walls, which in pictures and words evoked and also invoked further musical experiences. Tellingly some of the quotes such as 'Nothing to get hung about' (another quote from 'Strawberry Fields') were rendered ad verbatim into Russian (Nichego sebe nakhadka), which only made sense to those in the know. 43 The bond that was created by music and the emotion it engendered was thus extended and reinforced through a variety of mechanisms, creating an ever more tightly knit community, which communicated its identity in increasingly exclusive cyphers. Or in other words it was a community that was busily building up its own distinctive emotional style, linking emotions with practices, sites and people in a tightly knit net of identifying markers.
The emotional experience of music, then, was at the heart of the quest for making this emotion the basis for a wider set of connected values and feelings. Yet music was inextricably linked to many other associations -visual, textual, spiritual. As Kolia Vasin, put it in an interview with Artemy Troitsky: 'The day after I first saw the cover of Abbey Road, I took off my shoes and went walking around Leningrad barefoot. That was my challenge, my attempt at self-expression.' 44 Andris Grinbergs confirmed this self-ascription of hippie culture as an extended emotional experience 40 One did not have to be spiritually minded to experience the new music from the West on a metaphysical -or indeed very physical -level. In the West frantic fans fainted at Beatles concerts. In the East youth had to rely on DIY to create the addictive reverberation of rock. Moscow's hippie crowd craved the physicality of the emotional experience of music. Aleksandr Zaborovskii, one of Moscow's earliest adherents to the new hippie crowd, who hung out in a subway connecting the Hotel Rossiia with Red Square, explains the attraction of the new meeting place. Here they would play and sing Beatles songs:
We assembled every evening in this truba, not in order to collect money, but there were simply good acoustics . . . The Beatles were one of the first groups who started to use reverberation and such effects such as echo and fusion (dileri). And already later, in the 80s, we would say: the sound engineer has to make the artists' echo and fusion. But in the tunnel there was natural reverberation.
The main thing about rock -resonance. If the very first rasping chord of the guitar -so far not song or melody or playing -evoked a wave of wild pleasure (kaif) and the world is changing -that is rock. 47 Yet pronounced physical experience -and especially unbridled physical experience -was not foreseen by Soviet norms governing the enjoyment of music. Music, like any pleasure, was to induce a spiritual state that was conducive to furthering the Soviet project in whatever form. The Soviet state had more than once expressed its disdain for those who lived solely for pleasure. 48 The rock crowd's preoccupation with the physical side of the emotional experience of music underlined how far their idea of 'how to feel' music had deviated from the official norm. It quasi negated the educational importance of music -or at least severely qualified what this education should be all about.
By contrast rock music was instrumental in achieving that hippie 'feel': a sense of 'time-wasting', hanging around and discussion about non-Soviet things that embodied the antidote to Soviet life. Music fostered other practices and rituals, which 45 Interview Grinbergs. 46 Aleksei Romanov, who later joined the ensemble Mashina Vremeni and was host to another legendary hippie apartment in the centre of Moscow, added his observations from a time when Mashina was still covering the Beatles and singing in English. While he speaks of live performances and Makarevich of private gatherings, their essential message is the same: it was not words that mattered but the 'feel' generated by the music and its rendering.
And one of these evenings, Mashina played in our institute . . . They played something from Sergeant Pepper. And in general it evoked a great feeling. Then, in my opinion, it was not so important how a group played, what was important was that they played.
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By the turn of the decade semi-professional bands such as Rubinovaia Ataka (Rubiny), Vtoroe Dikhanie and Mashina Vremeni played institutes of higher education up and down the country. Their audiences were not only hippies but students, young workers, interested youths -even, as the band leader Baske confessed, the Komsomol central committee. The prim youth officials hired his band Rubiny for one of their dances, demanding the Stones rather than Soviet Estrada.
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Vasilii Boriantsev (alias Vasia Long) recalled in his memoir another evening with the Rubiny, showcasing the new vocabulary developed to describe the 'feel' that was to be got from rock 'n' roll. Vasilii had two British guests in tow. He observed with satisfaction:
The Rubiny sang totally great (na redkost zdorovo). The simple composition of two guitars and a drum gave such a full rhythm and blues that one did not have to be ashamed for Russia (spelt Raseia) in front of all of Great Britain, and certainly not in front of the handful of long-haired students, who, judging by their visible exultation, had already forgotten where they were long ago -in the Moscow Institute of Transport Engineers or at some night club near Piccadilly Square. Our good mood (kaif) was only interrupted when the institute officials, deciding to demonstrate their power, turned off the light and demanded the music be turned down. Ratskela declared into the microphone that "they were not going to play less loud, since we are not able to do so". Overall, after about an hour, when everybody, including the officials, were drunk, the organisers disappeared . . . and brilliant, heartfelt (ot vsego dushi) rock' n' roll began.
We played at the Plekhanov Institute, and Volodiia Gitaris-Trotskevich had only just bought a reverberation and acoustic machine, and we were just capable of giving a sound an echo. We were playing Hendrix -and people were wild in their enchantment and, of course, immediately the authorities came. They thought it was going to be a quiet dance evening -and here screaming and bawling (orevo), ecstasy, super (klassno)! And everything was trembling -even more super. 53 These accounts nicely illustrate two points. First of all, they showcase the clash between official emotional style and that practised and propagated by rock-loving youth (even though, as told by Baske, officials could also be rock lovers).When emotions run too high, finding expression in a new emotional style, the authorities try to switch them off -literally by pulling the plug on what they correctly identify as the emotive: loud, beating music in a foreign language. Second Baske and Long's words illustrate what Monique Scheer has called the practice of 'naming' emotions. Long and Baske clearly tap into a new way of speaking in order to convey the emotions they felt. Their understanding of music as an emotional experience that was both physical as well as mental is apparent in the frequent usage of terms such as ecstacy, zdorovo (literally healthy, but used as a high accolade) and most importantly kaif. Kaif denotes both a general good mood, usually induced by stimulants such as music, girls or alcohol, and the tools for this state itself, namely drugs and alcohol. 54 It is interesting to note that it neatly replaces other terms for the sentiment of joy (veselyi, radostnyi, chastlivyi), which were pillars of official lexica and had strong associations with Stalinism (Life has become more joyous; Thank you Comrade Stalin for our happy childhoods). Hippies believed they experienced joy differently. They needed a different term. The non-Russian-sounding kaif was just right, especially since the English 'happy' is difficult to pronounce for Russian speakers (as is of course 'hippie'). The word's double function as creator as well as reflection of an emotion demonstrates an interesting degree of self-awareness. The naming of a new emotional sensation created not only a framework of how to experience certain emotions but also gave guidance on how to create them. Like many other aspects of hippie culture the term -and the emotion -kaif soon went beyond the hippie community. By the 1980s kaif had become an integral part of general youth slang, denoting a truer kind of enjoyment than that provided by the state.
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Feel the style
Words, however, were a secondary commodity of the hippies. In the foreground stood non-verbal markers. One of the pillars of hippie identity was their physical appearance: their long and flowing hair, their flared trousers, colourful blouses and shirts, their ribbons and peace signs. Just like music, however, hippie fashion did not 53 simply convey messages -it was meant to visualise, convey and produce emotions. It, too, was supposed to conform and create a 'feel', which was in harmony with the hippie creed of love and peace. Soviet hippies spoke of their clothing as they did of their music -in a mixture of rapture and association:
It was simply production of art. . . . There was a person -Azazello, a Moscow hippie. He and his wife did simply ravishing things; they were specialists in leather. They made love with leather in their back . . . and then there was Kiss -he too came here as a guest. He also showed his art. I had some tapestry material (гобелен) -and he made some astonishing trousers for me, with some really pretty appliqués. People simply made their own stuff -and an architecture [of clothes] came about 56 The hippies' way of connecting directly or indirectly their dress with their personal world-view was, of course, not entirely new. Clothes have always made people feel a certain way. Yet the hippies elevated dress to one of their purveyors of collective emotional experience and hence one of the driving forces of their new 'emotional style', which shunned intellectualism but favoured a different kind of protest. One of the forerunners of Riga's hippie culture Andris Grinbergs describes both why he left the intellectual bohemia of Riga's Beatnik meeting spot, the legendary café Kaza, behind, but also why visual difference mattered to him and his fellow hippies:
Their life [referring to the people in the Kaza] was less visual and more intellectual. I was more visual . . . I thought it [Grinbergs' fashion] would make life more fun . . . in this grey and closed world of ours. It would have been freer. And yet it was a form of protest, how you went out onto the street . . . Because as an idea there was not much more than 'All we need is love'. There was nothing more.
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Visual difference was more than just a means to brighten the world. Aesthetic selfrepresentation to the outside was the embodiment of a conglomerate of feelingsarticulated not in words but through style and in the emotional practice of style. 'The way we dress elevates us from the rest. It makes us better', one of Moscow's hippie leaders, Ofelia, admonished her followers for whom she tailored the most eye-catching clothing in all of Moscow.
58 Her message to the world was encapsulated in her most spectacular piece: a flag for hippies, which sported a multitude of hippie symbols. In the top left corner the words love and peace set out the hippie creed. A butterfly, a clover leaf and arrows in circles complement a heart and the peace sign. While there were other Russian and English inscriptions on the flag, it is clear that the meaning of it did not rest in its words or even in its detail. It was a message of hippie identity written, painted, sewed and stitched on a piece of fabric. It was meant to convey the ideals of the hippies, yet it was also meant to encapsulate and communicate the emotions that made up 'being a hippie'. Its colourful, quilted fabric recalled the flowing dresses and shirts of the hippies and was meant to evoke the 'ease of living' to which the hippie community aspired and which it conjured as one of its life principles. Its usage of English paid homage to the Soviet hippies' Western idols and peers but also emphasised again that it was not intellectual understanding of the world the Soviet hippies desired. English, along with the peace sign, was a symbol of a 'feel'. The Russian text rooted the flag in its Soviet reality and the pressures that came with the reality -including those that were applied to the flag itself, which was confiscated several times by the KGB. Its message of 'hippies of all countries unite' played on one of the emotional messages of the Bolsheviks, who had widely utilised 'The Internationale' as a song of mobilisation and protest, thus once again both borrowing and manipulating the officially endorsed 'emotional style'.
The flag could not be divorced from the people who made it and those who were represented by it. Ofelia insisted that on the days of the exhibition she and her group (named Volosy or Hair in reference to the Western musical) would be dressed in their hippie finest. 59 They were not to be separated from the pieces of their creation. They would mingle with the visitors of the exhibition, making themselves a piece of art. Being a hippie was being art. Twenty years later Volodia Teplishev, better known as Tsen Baptist, would write a book in longhand, in which he painstakingly detailed how to tailor hippie clothing and accessories, together with an explanation of what meaning was embedded in every single detail. Nothing was supposed to be random in the hippie look. Everything was to translate into higher meaning. 60 Ultimately, hippie art was supposed to make hippie emotions visible and communicative. For Ofelia and her group the exhibition, and in particular the hippie flag, were thus more than artefacts. They were reflection and creators of their emotional style. Yet the exhibition and its many difficulties also created a new set of emotional associations that bound together those who had a hand in its staging. The frenzy of nights spent tailoring new versions of the flag and the subsequent panicked exit of some of Hair's members to a hide-out in the Crimea cemented the exhibition, and in particular its flag, as an emotional marker in hippie history.
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It has become apparent that hippie styling was not a fashion statement (at least not for most, and not in the early years), but the expression of an emotion derived from 'being a hippie', which in turn rested to no small extent on 'looking like a hippie'. Hippie style aimed to achieve a homology between all facets of life, making the ideas of love and peace the nexus that determined the way one looked, acted and spoke -thus reinforcing both new collective norms as well as demonstrating to the outside world a unity of thought, life and feeling. Hippie style as emotional style aimed for a Gesamtkunstwerk of feelings, beliefs and practices, which would be inherently coherent and distinctive from other styles. No one was more articulate about this non-verbal practice of both self-identification and outside communication than Tsen Baptist, Moscow hippie, 'ecumen', 62 and celebrated tailor of Moscow's flower children. For him clothes did not only express the difference between hippies and the rest of society. It bestowed this difference. In an interview shortly before his death he recalls an episode of his early hippie years:
There stood a train worker -dirty clothes, suitcase with his tools. I remember well that he had a scar on his forehead -sign of past traumas. The worker stood and looked at me and suddenly says in a hostile voice: 'You, daddy's boy, should be hanged by your beard!'. The whole wagon heard it. Some started to giggle with Schadenfreude. First I bristled, but then I remembered: I am different. I am in my different clothes. And hence I talked to him differently 63 The idea of working on oneself to be a better person was nothing new to the Soviet Union and indeed was deeply engrained in the very foundations of the Bolshevik project. But the vehicle for such self-improvement had always been rational thought, acceptance of the science of Marxism-Leninism and verbal self-evaluation and self-critique. It is no coincidence that Jochen Hellbeck used diaries to trace and analyse Soviet self-fashioning in the 1930s. 64 The hippies in contrast left a dearth of written evidence -a few poems and a few autobiographical novels and a handful of samizdat publications. 65 The stiliagi had mounted the first serious fashion challenge to Soviet proscribed identity in the late 1940s and 50s. They too had brought about a homology between their dandy-like outfits, their love for American jazz and their cosmopolitan outlook. Yet they did not link their outer markers explicitly to their inner condition, even though, of course, they too had their own emotional codes, which prescribed coolness rather than unfettered feeling. 66 In the late 1960s the hippies started to develop their fashion of 'flower power' into a multi-faceted and far-reaching emotional practice. Feliks Vinogradov, hippie and commune founder in late 1970s Leningrad, describes the emotional nexus that linked his dress style with his dreams and convictions: 'Everything was linked in our minds. Therefore jeans were associated with freedom and freedom with the United States.' 67 His vision of the United States was by his own admission not a very defined one, but again was more a feeling of admiration, longing and desire that had chosen the fabled Shtati as its geographical, but ultimately imaginary, locus. Style and emotion were in constant dialogue in the hippie universe, sometimes unconsciously and sometimes more deliberate. For Ofelia the way she and her group dressed elevated them from the grey masses they despised. Their extravagant and colourful style -and the offence it could induce -created and reinforced their emotional satisfaction with their difference to the point that Ofelia did not tolerate people in her vicinity who were not dressed to her standard of style. 68 Their lack of proper communication of difference threatened to destabilise the 'feel' of the group and hence the emotional community they had built up around their sense of distinction.
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The artist Andris Grinbergs' first hippie action was a 'happening' in the cathedral square (Doma laukums) in Riga, where he and his fellow hippies handed flowers to those passing by and offered to paint flowers on the cheeks of those who would let them. Inherent in this action was an emotional experience made visible: the feeling of what it meant to be a flower child. They were children, and hence free of the hesitations and shame of the adult world, and at the same time they were offspring of one of nature's most delicate yet most visible products. It was supposed to be the visual representation of an emotion of peacefulness and vulnerability, yet at the same time signal visible difference and non-conformism. Grinbergs confessed to another twist:
And these flowers, this is nature. I tell you, these flowers. I went in the morning to the cemetery. I collected them from the dead and gave them to the living. [Question: Did you plan this specifically?]. No, I needed to. Because the dead have so many pretty flowers, better we live with them today, before they have not yet died. There is a lot of romanticism in there. A lot of revolutionary protest.
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As is apparent in Grinbergs' words hippies always strove to extend their emotional experience into a wider universe. Love was expressed through the donation of flowers in line with the hippie self-identity as beautiful, but vulnerable, creatures -and this love was to be fixated in the design of the hippie clothing. It is no coincidence that it was another eminent tailor/artist, Tsen Baptist, who in his samizdat publication on the hippies emphasised the parallels between hippies and more fragile creatures of nature: 'We were careless and free, like butterflies and flowers on a sunny field', he asserted in his introduction to his commemorative pamphlet Alternativy. 71 In Moscow the hippies chose 1 June, the Soviet holiday in honour of the defence of the rights of children as the day when they would enact this ritual. Their timing reflected once again their sense of themselves as innocent, vulnerable, universally beautifulmade in the image of children. The handing out of flowers was hence essentially an act of engendering emotions for self-identifying and self-gratifying purposes. Yet Grinbergs is right to draw attention to its revolutionary and protest qualities. Soviet society was built on a cult of strength and heroism, especially after the Great Patriotic War. Moreover, the state claimed a monopoly on who was to be celebrated and when. Collective self-celebration -especially of an ideal far from the Soviet hero with his masculine and warrior traits -was at odds with both the regime and the societal mainstream. In Grinbergs' case the transfer of flowers from the dead to the living turned convention on its head, while his 'happening' at the Doma laukums created an environment that was deeply non-Soviet -spontaneous, silly, colourful, uninhibited, fostering alternative collectives, Western-inspired and emotionally alien to official culture. Tsen Baptists takes it a step further. He likens hippie existence to a permanent carnival, a voluntary acceptance of insanity (yet he did not know the works of Bakhtin when he wrote his book):
Clothes in the carnival are simply eclectic. A unique, kaleidoscopic style of all times and people. Everything that was undesirable from the viewpoint of general society was put on oneself: fur, old rags, chains, fancy jewellery, moth-ridden never fashionable things, mechanical and electronic items. All was mixed up: male and female, winter and summer. Textiles and iron, theatrical and mournful, colourful and drab. In one word: the emphatic destruction of all laws of taste and tradition in society -something crazy, orgy-like -a protest against the seriousness accepted by society at large.
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Feel the protest: a conclusion As has become apparent, the Soviet hippies' insistence on making the experience and practice of emotions central to their lifestyle and identity frequently put them at least in a parallel, if not an opposing, universe to the emotional regime propagated by official Soviet culture. The celebration of emotions for emotions' sake, the interpretation of love as a value on its own, the creation of alternative physical and metaphysical spheres through 'emotionally practising' music and fashion (and by a small community through drugs, which are not discussed in this article) all stood in contrast to the highly regulated emotional practices sanctioned by Soviet official culture. Emotions in both their positive and negative form (for example love and hate) were encouraged in the Soviet emotional canon, but in a strictly defined framework. Emotions were expected to serve a higher end and they were expected to be practised with restraint and self-control. 73 The fact that one of the hippies' creeds was a belief in unrestrained and unfettered emotions was only the beginning of why the emotional community and regime of the hippies was threatening to the incumbent regime.
It is interesting to note that this challenge and its political implications was not one that was intended or even noted by all -or even the majority -of Soviet hippies. Indeed, as mentioned before, Soviet hippies often prided themselves on their apolitical nature -precisely because in their minds they privileged 'feel' over 72 Tsen Baptist, 'Kniga'. 73 There is a yet very little literature on Soviet emotions. The exceptions are Kelly, 'Pravo', 51-77; 'argument'. 74 While they thus largely evaded the question of how exactly their political convictions differed from the Soviet regime (this debate was one hogged by the Thaw generation), they were very much aware that they wanted to 'feel' differently from the norm (and this included the general public as well as Soviet officials). Their 'feel' included all four modes of emotional practice identified by Monique Scheer. They mobilised, named, communicated and regulated emotions. 75 As has been demonstrated, 'feeling differently' worked best when supported by its own lexicon, situated in its own places and practised according to its own traditions and rituals. The Soviet hippies wanted to a have a different emotional universeand indeed they wanted to create a different world. They wanted to feel differently by looking different from the 'grey masses'. They tried to relate to each other and to the world in a different way. They wanted their actions and their feelings to be free from traditional constraints. In short they wanted nothing less but to be round, when society around them was 'square' (a prominent hippie slang term for conformist people). In this respect they were no different from their Western peers. 76 Yet in the Soviet Union this countercultural shift had different connotations from that in the West. Of course, Soviet hippies also protested against war, consumerism and materialism and the coldness of modern interpersonal relations through championing love, unfettered enjoyment and a new morality. But more than anything their protest was directed against the specific nature of the Soviet regime. Their 'emotional style' followed the global countercultural model, but really it responded to the realities of Soviet life, its rules and rulers. Even though they claimed apoliticalness and despite their creed of love, the hippies hated Soviet life. They hated it with the same refusal to explain their motivation, as they practised their emotion of love. As one Irkutsk hippie described it in his memoirs:
